Pickup and Delivery
Fees For These Services Are:
•
•
•
•
•

Pickup and delivery for routine maintenance :
Traffic inspection and registration :
Car Registration through the post office :
Car Replacement :
Taxi Services :

BHD 7.5 per service
BHD 7.5 per service
BHD 5 per service
BHD 8.5 per day
BHD 4 per service/per way

Call Now The Service Provider On 17218925 To Book Or Request Your Service.
How Do Routine Maintenance And Traffic Inspection And Registration Services Work?
1. For Routine Maintenance service, take an appointment with your car agent and ask them for an
estimate of the agent’s service cost.
2. Call Gulf Assist (the service provider) 48 hours in advance to book the Routine Maintenance or Traffic
Inspection and Registration service.
3. Gulf Assist’s pickup and delivery service agent will pick up your car from you and collect the necessary
documents which may include traffic registration form, ownership and insurance cards, registration fee
or fine tickets for Inspection and Registration service and routine maintenance cost for Routine
Maintenance service.
4. In addition, you will be required to pay the Pick and Delivery service fee and sign the service form
which includes the authorization to allow the service provider to take custody of your car for a limited
time to complete the service.
5. We will then give you a check-list indicating your car’s state before collecting it, which contains a copy
of the authorization, and a receipt for the total money received from you.
6. Finally, we will take your car to complete your desired service and drive it back to you after the
service is done along with the relevant documents. You will be required to sign upon car delivery to you
confirming that the car is in a similar condition when received.
How Does Car Registration Through Post Work?
According to Traffic Directorate regulations, renewing the registration in respect of cars up to 4 years
old does not require inspection and hence can be finalized at Bahrain Post offices without taking the car.
Gulf Assist’s pickup and delivery service agent will collect from you the necessary documents and fees as
mentioned in point 3 under the above question, in addition to the service fee.
The service agent will then bring you back the documents along with the Post Office receipt, which is the
evidence that your car registration has been renewed. Traffic Directorate will then send you back your
car insurance card along with the registration renewal badge in due time through Bahrain Post.

Pickup and Delivery
What If I Had Unfamiliar Fines Or My Car Fails The Inspection Test?
You are required to provide the pickup and delivery service agent all related fees concerning your
registration at the time of pickup. Failing to do so will force us to deliver your car back without
completing the service.
For cars above 4 years old, failing in the traffic test is not the service company’s responsibility and the
car will be delivered back to you without completing the registration. Of course, you can request the
service again after completing the necessary repairs requested by the Traffic Directorate, subject to
paying a new service fee.
What If Something Happens To My Car While Taken To Perform A Service I Requested?
The service agents are carefully selected and trained to take the best care of your car. However, if your
car meets with an accident while conducting the service, expenses such as the claim deductible of your
car’s comprehensive policy or any fine ticket received while conducting the service will be paid by the
service provider. Rest assured that we will take the necessary precautions to minimize such incidents.

